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Edwards charges
minority exclusion

Edwards said this attitude must
end.
"It is time for this generation to
realize," he said, "that what is afoot
now is a threat to the survival of
Third World people initially and to
the survival of anyone who becomes
expendable as a result of the
deepening crisis of capitalism and
the American system in general."
Edwards described the evolving
situation as a "crisis confrontation"
for Third World people because
"society is attempting once again by
institutional design to retard,
repress and retract all of the gains of
the 60’s."
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By Tony Bizjak
Harry Edwards stalked behind
the podium, his words and sentences
exploding across the room.
He was not asking but demanding
of his audience to fight the
educational crisis that threatens to
shut-out Third World people from
higher education.
The imposing 6-foot-8 former
SJSU student and professor stood
beside a mural depicting, among
other things, the Olympic black fist
salute he catalyzed in 1968.
An. angry man he was then, and
the militant sociology professor is no
less embattled a decade later.
With an intensity that magnitized
an audience of about 100 in the
Student Union Monday, Edwards
pronounced "Yesterday was damn
near too late to start.
"There is a diabolical and
deliberate conspiracy underway to
cut us out," he said. "It is a
bureaucratic and administrative
lynching."
Edwards cited his recent denial
of tenure, in effect his firing, at U.C.
Berkeley and the Bakke decision,
which he said was a situation of
facists "coming out of the closet
without their sheets on," as two
current actions "on which hinges the
future of Third World education for
the foreseeable future."
The black spokesman called for
an immediate end to the "collective
narcissism" that blacks and other
Third World students have slipped
into since the struggles of the 1960’s.
"We’ve gone into a super-fly kind
of mentality, where each of us is
striving to be super while having no
more relevance in reality than a
fly," Edwards said.
"Many young blacks have gone
into this collective narcissism," he
said, "because there is an almost
subconscious assumption that after
all of the deaths, the struggles, the
strikes, the boycotts, and the
demonstrations of the 50’5 and 60’s,
we have arrived at the present point
of benign neglect, of blatant racism,
then we may as well just look out for
number one."
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Harry Edwards
He warned that the Third World
struggle should be the concern of
white people, saying the fate of all
people is intertwined.
"We have to understand," he
said, "that what affects the Third
World people affects them first. But
what happens to us eventually
happens to whites, because who is
the nigger is not a matter of color,
not even a matter of sex. It is a
matter of power.
"It is only a matter of time before
this cancer, this rot of imperialist,
racist degeneracy works its way up
the socio-economic ladder to middle
class whites," he emphasized.
"So blacks, whites, chicanos,
everyone must get behind the push
to keep the universities open," he
explained.
He called for students to
organize, pressure the administration to find out why
recruitment of Third World people
has dropped off and why support
programs are being cut back.
Explaining the power of
organization, Edwards alluded to a
slave plantation, telling the story of
a field overseer and his prowess with
a whip.
The plantation master
challenged him to snap the head off
a mosquito and he did.
"Master says, ’Lets see you pop
that bird out of the tree." He popped
the nest out from under the bird and
left the bird and the egg sitting on
the branch. Old master says, ’Lets
see you pop that beehive up there."
The man said, ’no way.’ Master
says, ’Well why not?’ ’Because
they’re organized,’ "Edwards said.
"So the key is organization," he
added. "You have to reinstate the
spirit of community and common
struggle that was characteristic of
the 60’s.
"These are the things that you
can do and yesterday was already
too late to start."

Charges fly over ’Wizards’;
100 show for non -screening
By David Willman
Virtually all interests involved in
the intended Monday night
screening of Ralph Bakshi’s
animated film "Wizards" are
blaming each other for its cancellation.
AlthoLigh it was announced last
week that "Wizards" would not be
shown, about 100 persons came to
the Camera One Theater, 366 S.
First St., to see it, according to
general manager Jack Nyblom.
Bakshi, who wrote, directed and
produced "Wizards," told the
Spartan Daily yesterday that New
Line Presentations is entirely to
blame.
John Mier, a spokesman for New
Line Presentations, told the Daily
from New York City yesterday that
20th Century Fox, the owner of the
film, was at fault.
Twentieth Century Fox could not
be reached for comment.
A.S. Program Board Adviser Ted
Gehrke said he will today again urge
A.S. Council to authorize the filing of
a suit against Bakshi, New Line
Presentations of New York City and
20th Century Fox for an alleged
breach of contract.
Bakshi explained from his office
in Los Angeles that New Line sent

The A.S. Program Board completed an agreement with New Line
Dec. 17, 1976, which called for
Bakshi to show and discuss

"Wizards" at Camera One Monday
night.
New Line spokesman Ailer said
he sent a wire to Bakshi last week
requesting him to honor the contract
and attend, even though "Wizards"
would not be shown. Mier said
Bakshi did not respond.
Ailer speculated that a conflict
between 20th Century Fox
management caused the Camera
One showing to be voided.
"We showed ’Wizards’ to small
audiences at four different colleges,
and the response was just what we
wanted," Ailer said. "The college
papers all gave it great reviews, and
it was good promotion. But I think
the sales department was receiving
a lot of complaints from local
theater owners and they decided to
overrule the promotion department."
Ailer said a 20th Century Fox
representative contacted him Feb. 8
and said they were no longer giving
permission for "Wizards" to be
shown with Bakshi.
A.S. Council last week refused
permission for a suit to be filed,
despite the suggestion of Program
Board Adviser Gehrke. Council did,
however, agree to discuss the

matter again today.
Many council members present
said they wanted to speak personally
with A.S. attorney Harrison Taylor.
Taylor said he has not been formally
invited to today’s meeting and indicated he would not attend.
Taylor agreed there is a breach
of contract involved and is confident
A.S. could collect damages. But he
emphatically stressed that suit
would be filed only if the council
approves it.
Although Ailer’s company would
be a defendant in the suit, Ailer said
New Line did not breach the contract with the Program Board.
He said that since New Line
asked Bakshi to come to Camera
One up until last weekend, it is
protected by a clause in the contract. He referred to a sentence in
the contract which states that
parties are released from the contract if conditions arise "beyond the
control" of New Line, Bakshi or the
Program Board.
Ailer also said 20th Century Fox
promised him two weeks ago that it
would reimburse the Program
Board for all advertising expenses.
If it does not, he said New Line will
reimburse $300-400 to the Program
Board.

Thyroid problem, flu force resignation

SJSU controller quits after one day
Sally J. Vanders was controller
for a day Monday.

I just can’t do the job that way. I
appreciate their (the university’s)
trying to help me on this.

The new SJSU controller’s first
day on the job became her last day.
She was forced to resign her position
before the day was over due to
health reasons.

"There was some doubt if she
could fill the position," he said. "She
was going to report on Jan. 1, but her
arrival was postponed."

Conn will continue as acting
controller, a post he has filled since
July of last year when Garvin Ivens
left to work at the Department of

"I have a thyroid problem and
last week I got the flu," she explained. "After trying one day I felt
it wouldn’t work out.

Finance in Sacramento.
Guttormsen said the university
will refer to the same pool of applicants out of which Venders had
been hired to fill the position permanently.
His office did not know how soon
a replacement would be hired but
likely within the semester.

Consultant to examine
parking problem here

"I felt the position was right for
me but you just can’t start a new
position with a great deal of
responsibility and not put in fulltime," she added.
Vanders resigned in a phone call
to Director of Business Affairs Glen
Guttormsen Monday afternoon.
Guttormsen said he was aware of
her health problems beforehand.

A professional parking consultant will be coming to SJSU
"within a month" to study the
campus’ parking situation and make
recommendations to the school,
according to John Hillyard of the
CSUC Chancellor’s office.

"She and I and her doctor held
out hope but one day on the job just
proved that her recovery was not
that complete," he said.

"But I’m going to work on my
health," she added.

"The offer was made to have me
work part-time," Vanders said, "but

According to acting Controller
Charles Conn, Vanders’ health had
been a concern since she was hired.

Real chocolate bars

Sally Vanders

Rex Link, who has done similar
work at two other CSUC campuses,
will arrive "as soon as he is finished
with other commitments in the Los
Angeles area," Hillyard said.

Link’s role will be purely advisory, acting Executive Vice
President Gail Fullerton said.
She said the consultant’s fees will
be paid by Auxiliary Enterprises, a
private corporation which operates
CSUC-related enterprises such as
the parking garages and Spartan
Shops.
There will be no charge to SJSU
for the consultant’s services,
Fullerton said.

a long-lasting fallacy

By Pam Weening
Will the real Mr. Chocolate bar
please step forward?
Next time you’re standing in
front of a display of delicious 20-cent
milk chocolate bars, perhaps you
should address that statement to the
candy bar of your choice.
Because, oddly enough, the
chocolate in a number of our
favorite candy bars isn’t
technically speaking
chocolate.
Curtiss Candy Company’s Baby
Ruth hasn’t been covered with
chocolate since the 1940’s, and Peter
Paul Inc. switched its entire line of
coated bars to a new "compound
chocolate" formula in 1973.
The two American candy firms
most identified with chocolate,
Hershey Foods Corporation and the
Nestle’ Company, are both marketing a non-chocolate baking chip
(they call them chocolate flavored)
for cookies.
If these products aren’t chocolate, what are they?
The candy industry refers to this
new coating as "compound chocolate." The same substance used in
this coating also makes up all the
new "chocolate flavored" baking
chips.

All chocolate bars are made from real chocolate. Fact or fiction?

contracts to the A.S. Program Board
and numerous other schools without
his consent.
"The screenings were to be
free," he said. "There was to be no
ticketing involved. It was strictly a
promotional tour for the film. I’m
willing to come to SJSU and show
’Wizards’ for free."
He said that if tickets were to be
sold for the screenings, every
theater owner in the area would by
law be allowed to bid for the film.
Bakshi said that after he found
out New Line sold tickets for an
appearance two weeks ago in
Maryland, he refunded all of the
money and dissolved his connections
with New Line.
Bakshi added that he hired New
Line to set up the promotional tour
and it was stipulated he was to
receive no profits from it. He said he
arranged to pay New Line directly,
but not through box office sales.
"I don’t need that kind of bread,"
he said. "We’re talking about a
movie that’s going to make
millions."

These new chips and candy bars
can’t be called chocolate because
they don’t contain a certain mixture
of ingredients defined as chocolate
by the Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

To qualify as a chocolate bar, the
chocolate formula must have the following ingredients:
chocolate liquor (a liquor
produced by pressing cocoa beans)
sugar, spices
lecithin (an emulsifer that permits even distribution of particles)
cocoa butter.
Milk chocolate also
cream milk or skim milk.

includes

In the compound formula, the
cocoa butter and part, or all, of the
chocolate liquor, the two highest
priced ingredients on the list, are
removed, and cocoa powder ( a dry
substance extracted from chocolate
liquor) and a mixture of vegetable
fats are substituted. The new
ingredients are cheaper than the old
ones.
The FDA chocolate standards
don’t apply to most non-candy items,
so manufacturers can and do legally
refer to cookies, puddings and other
items as chocolate even though most
of them use only cocoa powder as
flavoring.
But why change the successful
candy formula, the foundation of
any number of fortunes? The answer
is simple: money. The sweet world
of chocolate has been dealt some
sour blows in the past 30 years.
Ever since World War II, the
prices of cocoa beans and sugar, the
two principal ingredients of chocolate, have been on the upswing.

In general, candy makers have
kept their business profitable by
shrinking the size of their bars and
rising prices. In 1950, a Peter Paul
Mounds weighed three ounces and
cost 10 cents. Today it weighs 1.5
ounces and costs 20 cents.
Other candy bars have undergone similar changes. For example,
Hershey’s Corporation for the
second time in three months has cut
back on the quantity of the chocolate
bar. It will now weigh 1.5 ounces
instead of 1.6 and still cost 20 cents.
In 1974 the price of cocoa beans
per pound rose to 98 cents from 27
cents in 1971. Thus, the substitution
of cocoa powder and vegetable oils
for chocolate liquor and cocoa
butter.
During the 1960’s candy makers
had some of their best years; in fact,
Americans ate more candy during
1968 than in any previous year, 22
pounds per person.
Then came the inflation-ridden
’70s, along with a downward trend in
candy consumption. The year 1973
was a particulary bad one for
chocolate manufacturers.
The price of cocoa beans rose
from 35 cents to $1.10 a pound, the
highest level in history. Cocoa butter
went from 70 cent to $2 a pound. At
the same time sugar zoomed upwards.
Nobody knows exactly why cocoa
beans went through the roof, but

short crops, a dearth of shipping, rising demand for chocolate in eastern
Europe and commodity speculation
all played a part.
So next time you go to pick out a
chocolate bar, study the label. You’ll
see that it no longer says "chocolate" in big letters but it still lists
chocolate in small letters under the
list of ingredients. That’s legal because of the presence of the small
amount of chocolate liquor.
One infallible way to tell if a chocolate-coated bar uses a standard or
compound chocolate formula is to
check the label. If there is no big
word that shouts "CHOCOLATE"
and the ingredients include cocoa
powder, or cocoa, and vegetable
oils, it’s undoubtedly a compound.
So what can a candy lover do?
Probably not much. Prices are regulated by candy manufacturers
and according to a Hershey official
the new chocolate compound can
hardly be distinguished from the
real thing.
However, the sweet truth about
chocolate is out You as a consumer
must decide if all that chocolate substitute is really worth the price
you’re paying.

Weather
Continued fair, highs in the mid70s, lows in the high-40s. Light
winds, light smog. High scattered
clouds.
SJSU PAssomology Dsparbront
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Opinion
Society’s problems rooted
in racial economic disparity
By Pam Alexander
When I was in junior high school I
went on a weekend race conference
with a group of other students from
various junior and senior high
schools in the Los Angeles area.
The conference was held at UC
Santa Barbara in an effort to surface
some of the stereotypes that white
people have about black people and
vice-versa.
There were various workshops in
which we were supposed to explore
the effects of racism and stereotypes
in society through role-playing,
discussions and the like.
Recently, I went to a workshop
where the topic of discussion was
how to deal with racism in institutions of higher education.
Many of the workshop participants suggested that more Third
World professors should teach
predominantly white classes.
Others suggested that the white
students be required to take a course
in ethnic studies, so that they would
have a better understanding of the
plight of the Third World student.
As I sat in that large lecture room
listening to various suggestions that
would rid our schools of racism, I
reflected upon the race conference I
attended in junior high and the race
riots currently taking place in the
Boston public schools between black
and white students.

State’s decriminalization of pot
creates paradox in legislation
By Kendrick Walters
On Jan. 1, 1976, California
reduced the charge for the
possession of one ounce or less of
marijuana from a felony to a
misdemeanor, lowering the penalty
to a 8100 fine.
This idea was put on a national
basis two weeks ago when Sen. Alan
Cranston and New York
Representatives Jacob Javits and
Edward Koch introduced a bill that
would change the federal marijuana
laws, making them similar to
California’s.
In an open letter to the President,
according to an article in the San
Francisco Chronicle, these
Congressmen stated:
"We have long been concerned
about the fundamental unfairness
which underlies federal law on the
subject of criminal penalties for
marijuana possession offenses."
Unfair! What is a criminal
penalty supposed to be, a reward for
breaking the law?
The object of any law is to act as
a deterrent, or, for those who may
decide it isn’t worth obeying, a
punishment. Admittedly the
deterrent aspects of the present
federal laws are almost non-existent, but that doesn’t mean the

Comment
penalties should be relaxed.
After all, if a felony charge isn’t
going to stop, or at least slow down
the use of grass, how much good will
be accomplished by a lesser
penalty?

Kendrick Walters is a Spartan
Daily staff

To make matters worse, this idea
of "decriminalization" seems to be
spreading to other marijuana laws
besides possession.
A California legislator introduced
a bill a few weeks ago that, if passed,
would lower the penalties for
growing small amounts of grass to a
misdemeanor with the same fine
that possession now carries in the
state.
None of this makes any sense If

the drug is dangerous, as some
studies have claimed, then the use of
it should continue to be under the
threat of a prison term.
On the other hand, if there is
nothing wrong with its use, then why
not make it legal? Different studies
have supported this idea and it must
be assumed that these different
legislators feel marijuana is harmless, otherwise they wouldn’t
encourage its use by reducing the
penalties.
A Nevada legislator has introduced a state bill that would
legalize marijuana. If Congress
feels the present laws are unfair, it
should propose the same law on a
federal level.
If they feel it’s a dangerous drug
that shouldn’t be used, then they
should keep the laws as they now
stand. This attempted compromise
to look good to the younger voters
is foolish.
In other words, they should either
have the common sense to leave the
law as it is or the guts to legalize it
completely.
Compromise is supposed to be a
key part of government, hut this is
one place where it just doesn’t apply.

Age barrier in Spartan Pub
presents some social problems
by Brad Ryder
One of the many joys in my life is
stiting down with a nice cold glass of
beer and good food. In a restaurant,
for instance, it’s a pleasure to sip
cocktails or wine in anticipation of
good things to come.
In fact, many of my happiest
times are spent in the Spartan Pub
devouring a delicious roast beef
sandwich and guzzling beer.
But it seems the moment is lost in
my solitude: the pang of loneliness
lasts long after the ecstacy of heartburn is gone.
Why am I alone? Because many
of my friends are not yet 21. They
are barred entrance to the Pub, and
since I cannot take beer from the
premises, we cannot eat together.
I did some digging into the nature
of the license owned by the Pub and
now I understand the problem.
Because of the location of the
Pub, the Alcoholic Beverage Commission (ABC) defines the issuance
of such a license as a "law enforcement problem and (is) deemed contrary to the public welfare and
morals."

The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything else that
might be on your mind.
Best -read letters are short
( 250 words or less) and to the
point. They may be submitted at
the Daily office, JC 208, between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday or by mail.

Comment )
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Therefore, the Pub has been issued a type 61 conditional license
which prohibits minors from entering the room and requires strict ad Brad Ryder is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
herence to the checking of identification.
The university, in obtaining such
a document, has to conform to the
provisos stated: otherwise, no beer
would be available to anyone, no
matter how old.
In that case, I accept it in the interests of those with friends over 21.
But what about my problem? I’ve
never sat down with my girl friend
here while drinking a beer, as she’s
under age. Not that I want her to be
able to drink it, for she wouldn’t if
she could. But I get tired of coffee
and tea and Sprite. I want her to
smell the staleness of beer on my
breath for a change.
As it is now I have to drink up,
then run and find her before my
naturally fresh mouth destroys the
evidence.
I know, I could always take her to
a restaurant if I really wanted her
company, but then I would have to
buy her lunch. I’m not cheap. I’m
just a student.

I guess I’ll wait until the laws are
changed in this state. By the time
the drinking age is lowered, though,
all my minor friends will be 21.
But it should be lowered, just the
same. Think of all those people
drinking beer who could only smoke
cigarettes and drink coffee and tea
before. It would probably ruin their
individual health.
One solution may not be too far
away in this era of future shock.
Don’t be surprised if the art of holography is perfected soon. Think of
the opportunities: Those who aren’t
yet of age could project their images
into the room with those of us who
are. Or we could project our images
outside into the sun or under a
tree in case it rains.
One unlikely solution is to issue
all SJSU students false ID upon acceptance. It would mandate that all
students under 21 now he 21. The
lobbyists from the Pub would push
for this one, I’m sure.
It’s sad, though, that the Pub and
the Satellite room don’t share a common wall. If they did, a thick -glassed
window could be inserted between
them and minors could sit in the
Satellite room and talk to beerdrinkers in the Pub by using intercoms. Then we could see and talk to
each other but minors couldn’t get in
to buy beer no matter how much
they bribed the guards.
Anyway, it’s clear something
must be done, and these are just
some of my many proposals to solve
the problem. However, I’ve narrowed it down to two alternatives: I
have to either quit drinking beer or
break up with my girl friend.
Decisions. decisions.

The race conference I attended
only managed to bring together
under one roof students of various
colors and economic environments.
Although it recognized that a
racial problem existed in the public
schools, the conference only
remedied the ancient ailment with a
Band-Aid.
The black and white students in
Boston are fighting one another
because of economic differences
which have entitled the white
students to a better socio-economic
environment than the black
students.
The problems in our society
whether they be racism, crime,
prisons, poverty, famine, war,
sexism, unemployment, or inferior
housing, education or medical
services are the direct results of
the economic differences existing
among people.
I find it both unfortunate and sad
that people try to solve a problem
such as racism with discussions,
conferences, classes and busing.

Comment

Racism or any other problem
plaguing our society can only be
solved once people understand that
the power of economics is the root of
all our problems.
The masses of African-Americans reside in urban ghettos: prisonlike cells consisting of inferior
housing, education, transportation
and medical and public services.

Pam Alexander is the Spartan
Daily Wire Editor.

Because people are the creators
of the economic differences existing
throughout the world and among one
another, people must solve racism
by abolishing the economic differences.
The problem can be solved
without overthrowing the U.S.
government or engaging in a bloody
race revolution.
It can be solved with sincere
legislation that will insure equal
access to housing, employment,
education, and medical and public
services to all people, regardless of
color.
The same sincere legislation
could make it illegal to ask the
ethnic origin and sexual
classification of any person on all
written forms and applications.

The masses of white folks, on the
other hand, reside in fairly decent
homes, attend "nice" schools and
receive adequate public services.

The same sincere legislation
could make it a crime to use racist
language such as "nigger," "wetback," "tight eyes," "honkie,"
"red-neck," etc.

These are obvious economic
differences the same economic
differences that result in racist
hatred of a group of people.

The same legislation could
abolish those words from all printed
matter such as dictionaries, books
and magazines.

These are the same economic
differences that result in black
against white against brown against
yellow against white.
These economic differences
institutionalized
result in racism
perpetuated by people
racism
racism economic racism.

Until all people recognize that the
economic differences between
people are the cause of racism in our
schools as well as all the other .
problems plaguing our society, there
will always be poverty, race riots,
wars and the like.
Economics is indeed at the root of
all evil!
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Faustina blasts UCD-Bakke decision
as a radical twist of 14th Amendment
BY Rollins Ha
SJSU Affirmative
Action Officer Stephen
Faustina said Monday that
the 14th Amendment is
vaguely written and is
being used as a weapon
against minorities,
referring to it as "white
backlash."
Speaking in conjunction
with Black Awareness
Week, Faustina contended
the issues surrounding
preferential admission programs and the controversial Bakke decision

Action

Officer

Stephen

Faustina

Understanding urged

Holocaust analyzed
By Alan Janson
We must understand the
calculated extermination
of the Jews by Nazi Germany. For if not, we cannot
understand the civilization
in which we live, Dr. Raul
Hilberg said to 350 people
attending the opening evening of the Holocaust
Conference.
Hilberg, a political
science professor of the
University of Vermont,
was the keynote speaker at
the Hyatt House Sunday
night for a conference on
the Holocaust Sho’ah, in
which is
Hebrew
sponsored by SJSU, Hoover
Institution of Stanford University, University of
Santa Clara and the
National Conference of
Christians and Jews.
The Holocaust was the
period between 1939 and
1945 during which six
million Jews were killed by
the Nazis.

Hilberg said the Holocaust could not be understood in terms of previous
political events, and must,
therefore, be studied apart.
The Holocaust was
pursued relentlessly by its
perpetrators even though it
became known that the war
was lost, Hilberg said.
Despite the enormous
cost, the destruction of the
Jews proceeded for neither
political, economic nor
social gain, he added.
Many of the great minds of
Germany that could have
been used in the war effort
were burned in the camps.
"It becomes apparent
by sheer examination of
the evidence that the
destruction was willed for
itself and accomplished for
its own sake," Hilberg
said.
"The Holocaust is not
only irreducible but also

unimaginable,"
asserted.

Faustina added that no
historian denies the 14th
Amendment was intended
to guarantee the rights of
freed slaves but is now
being uscd for purposes
other than what it was
intended.

Faustina said that by
choosing not to do something about "legal racism
is to choose to continue
being a supporter of legal
racism."
The legal system is
"barely beginning to confront the laws," Faustina
claims. He referred to the
Defunis case involving a

The 14th Amendment.
he claims, was an attempt
to compensate for the
racist past, "a past which

Wineroth ’s resignation
causes wage discussion

!64

Affirmative

included not only slavery
and the civil war, but also
black uprising, abolitionism. and the underground railroad."

involving the quota system
at UC Davis medical school
are based on racism and a
reversed interpretation of
the 14th Amendment.

Hilberg

Hilberg contended that
some people thought of the
Holocaust, but could not
believe a western nation
capable of such an act.
Even Jews confined to
ghettos such as Warsaw
heard rumors of the
camps, but could not
believe it.
The rumors reached the
Allies, yet despite being at
war, they did not exploit
the rumors for propaganda. Hilberg said.
After 1945, Hilberg
continued, the question has
now become, is there any
nation incapable of it.
This was no act of only a
few minds, for it was far
too complex and far too
pervasive in building and
in instrumentation, Hilberg
asserted.
continued on page 8

Salary levels for newly
defined Spartan Shops
managerial positions may
be decided at a Spartan
Shops Board of Governors
meeting this afternoon.
The wage discussions
are part of an organizational realignment
prompted by the resignation of Harry Wineroth,
Spartan Shops general
manager.
Wineroth told the board
in November he wanted to
step down from his duties
as general manager
because of health reasons
and to devote full attention
to his other job as Spartan
Bookstore Manager.
Structured changes
occurred at a board
meeting last week when
A.S. President James
Ferguson made two new
proposals regarding
requirements for the
general manager and food
service director positions.
Following exchanges
primarily between Wineroth and Ferguson, the
board unanimously accepted both of Ferguson’s
suggestions.
As requested by
Ferguson, the new general
manager is to have "execu-

Live ability with emphasis
on accounting, financial
management and financial
analysis, with respect to
food service and/or bookstore management."
The board earlier had
approved recommendations by an ad hoc committee which suggested
that applicants be sought
for general manager who
had background in only
food service, not bookstore
management.
Ferguson stressed at
last week’s meeting he
thought it important for the
new Spartan Shops’
general manager to have
overall management
abilities.
He also persuaded the
board to hire a full-salaried
manager for food service,
not an assistant, as the ad
hoc committee recommended on Jan. 4.
Ferguson said the
changes enacted last week
will not result in higher
food prices for students.
Wineroth differed,
saying that unless prices
are sharply increased, it
will be nearly impossible to
improve efficiency in food
service.
"I don’t know if we can
afford a full manager in

food service," Wineroth
said. "I think they’re going
to find out it isn’t so easy to
make money in food service."
Dennis Driver, a
student representative on
the board, said the format
urged by Ferguson will
save Spartan Shops money
over the long run. He
pointed out that food service operations are $4,700
in debt this fiscal year, and
ended last fiscal year
$18,000 in the red.
The board will also
discuss today if current
Food Service Director
Mike Dolan is to be moved
to vending manager, and
whether a shirt would
mean a salary reduction
for him. Dolan has said
earlier he expects to bv
appointed to vending.
The board today may
also assess Wineroth’s new
salary as Spartan Bookstore manager. He now
earns $2,591 monthly, and
the board will consider
dropping that to $2,471, a
difference of 8120 a month.
Wineroth, however, will
not attend, since he is vacationing in Chicago until
Friday. He said he is taking
the vacation to do work for
Sanford Ink Corporation

student at the Univeristy of
Washington. Similar to the
Bakke case, the U.S.
Supreme Court avoided the
issue by declaring the case
as "moot."

tion" by whites is in
defense of the "status
quo," a "new style discrimination by inaction."
Faustina concluded by
saying the "catch -22"
arguments against preferential admission programs
and affirmative action programs are "what nutures
racism without fear of
retaliation "

The University of California contended that
preferential admission programs were necessary to
increase the number of
minority doctors, increase
the shortage of minority
leaders and ratify the need
for role models for
minority youth.
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Faustina notes the
opinion that preferential
admission programs are
necessary to compensate
for past acts of discrimination was not mentioned.
He maintains that the
cries for "nondiscrimina-
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Model United Nations
will discuss freedom of
information and violations
of human rights at its
meeting at 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow in BD 103.
Representatives from
the Minority Law Students
Association, University of
Oregon Law School, will
speak to students from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m. Friday in
Building Q in the placement office.
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Biology of Cancer will
present speaker Dr.
Richard Ingraham, talking
on heredity and cancer, at
its seminar at 7 p.m.
tonight in SCI 142.
Bahai Student Forum
will discuss introduction to
the Bahai faith in its
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in
the S.U. Montalvo Room.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will hold a
prayer meeting at 6:30
p.m. tomorrow at the
Campus Christian Center,
300S. 10th St.
Le Cercle Francais will
meet at 3:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Foreign
Language Building (N),
Room 7A.
Tours of the SJSU
library will be given at
10.30 a.m., 1:30 p.m. and
2:30 p.m. today through
Friday. The tour starts at
first floor central.

to 2 p.m. Thursday in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room.
A free course on Self
Defense is being offered by
the Women’s Center from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. every
Wednesday. For more
information call 294-7265.

The Gay Students’
Union will meet at 8 p.m
Thursday in the S.U.
Alamden Room. The
meeting has been designated Creativity Night.

The Sierra Club will
hold a meeting at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the S.U.
Pacifica Room.

The Committee to
Defeat Bakke will meet to
organize against the Bakke
decision at 7 p.m. Wednesday at the WOMA office,
1509 E. Santa Clara St.
The ADS/AAF will meet
to organize ADS Careers
Day at 4:30 p.m. Thursday
in JC 207.

6T(A
Ring Day’s
Sale

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers will conduct a
brief business meeting and
show a film on earthquake
prediction, free of charge,
12:30 p.m. Friday in ENG
227.

Akbayan will meet at
3:30 p.m. today in BC 110.

The Revolutionary
Student Brigade will
present speaker Oden Ng
from the International
Hotel to talk about the
struggle against evictions
at 1 p.m. today in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.

10 % OFF

The Baptist Student
Union will hold informal
get-togethers from 11 a m
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City council helpful
in Spartan Classic?
WHEN PRESIDENT BUNZEL throws out the first
ball in the Spartan Baseball Classic March 28, it may
bring attention to SJSU’s ONLY adequate facility.
If Jack’s curveball or the beer concessions fail to
draw a crowd to Municipal Stadium, the schools
participating in the tournament will.
Defending NCAA champion Arizona and San Diego
State are only two of the six teams participating in
what assistant athletic director Del Youngblood has
labeled a "class tournament."
The diamond game has never been big in San Jose,
which may have been the fault of the Class A Bees, who
couldn’t fill the 2,100 seat stadium when they gave
things away.
But with the invasion of Joe Galiardi’s Triple A
Missions and the expected-to-be-successful Spartan
Classic, San Jose may find itself on the same map as
the college world series town of Omaha, Neb.
Youngblood has figured to pull the six-day tournament off for less than 15,000 and a little help from his
friends.
"I’m asking the fraternities and sororities to help
out," the tournament director said, "and the community has also risen to help."

Does female fencing trio fancy the deuce?

Spartan foils roll a winning three
By Boydine Hall
SJSU’s women’s fencing
team has won the National
Collegiate Championships
twice, the United States
Open Championships
twice, and has taken the
individual colleguate
twice.
Though two may sound
Like the lucky number, a
team of three make up the
winning SJSU women’s
fencing team.

Gay D’Asaro, a physical
education senior, ranks
second in the United States.
Teammate Stacey Johnson, a junior public relations major, ranks eighth
in the nation. Vincent Hurley, a junior also majoring
in physical education,
ranks 12th.
The three recently
tucked another achievement under their belts
when they won All-Amen -

can honors in women’s
fencing.
There is no doubt the
three women are determined. Their solidarity as
a team is quite evident
when they speak with pride
about each other.
D’Asaro is a tall, slender woman with shoulderlength blonde hair and
looks like the All-American
personality. Smiling a lot,
she is vivacious and outgo-

JOE GALL4RDI’S MISSIONS have donated 24
dozen baseballs while MacDonalds purchased 1,000
youth tickets that they intend to distribute throughout
the city.
"We are trying to get the city council to knock off
the charge for the use of the stadium," Youngblood
hoped.
But I hope he’s not holding his breath.
When it comes to the world of sports, San Jose has a
city council that is anything but enthusiastic. Let’s see
if the city council realizes what a tournament like this,
if successful, could do for the community.
But I hope Youngblood doesn’t expect much from a
council which has repeatedly turned away the
university in the expansion of another nearby stadium.
At world series time in Omaha, it’s the entire city
that participates in the event in some capacity or
another, and so far, people and businesses throughout
San Jose are imitating their mid-west friends.
"The Holiday Inn will house Arizona," Youngblood
continued, "in a basic tradeout contract.
"They will get what you might call the fringe activities. All the meetings will be there, all the scouts
will stay there and we are going to hold a coaches’
clinic there."
Mother Nature could douse Youngblood’s hopes but
he even has a solution that might fool her.
"Once we can get a financial base we should be able
to handle it (weather)." Youngblood said. "With a
little cooperation we could get a helicopter to dry off
the field."
SOME PEOPLE THINK that appearances by the
"Say Hey" kid, Hammerin’ Hank or Mr. Coffee, would
add some class to the tournament. Well, don’t laugh,
because the home run kings may make cameos.
"Willie Mays, Hank Aaron and Joe DiMaggio are all
in public relations with their respective clubs,"
Youngblood explained. "And I’m trying to get them to
make brief appearances. Maybe throw out a ball on a
different night."
The Invasion of the Missions may be the first step in
the right direction for baseball in San Jose. A successful Spartan Classic may be the second.
Let’s hope this time that nobody puts the lid on a
good thing. That’s you Joe, Suzie, Jim, Larry, Al and
Ms. Hayes.
Remember, "We get by with a little help from our
friends."

PCAA playoffs
still complicated
Deciphering and describing any conference’s
play-off system in any
sport is always difficult.
The PCAA basketball playoffs are no exception.
Basically, there are two
different sections of playoffs involving the seven
teams.
First, the teams are
ranked, in order of their
PCAA record, one through
seven.
The top team is given a
bye. The next three teams
( two through four) have
the home court advantage
when they play the bottom
three teams (five through
seven).
The number two team
plays the number seven
team and so on. Only one
game is played between the
teams.
The three winning
teams advance to Anaheim
with the first place team
and they battle for the

PCAA crown. Here too, one
loss is enough to knock a
team out.
The key is to finish in
the
four so you are assured of the home court
edge in the first round of
the play-offs.
The Spartans already
have seen this advantage
at work this season. They
beat conference leader
Long Beach State here 7566, but were blitzed by the
same team in Southern
California, 101-69.
Presently SJSU resides
in third place with Fullerton. Both teams are 5-3 in
the PCAA.
The Spartans have four
games remaining in their
schedule and all of them
are against conference rivals. These games will decide the position SJSU
holds in the play-offs and
most likely their fate this
season.

Spartan fencers (left to right) Stacey
Johnson, Gay D’Asaro and Vincent Hurley

Richard Johns
confer on the proper techniques of foiling
an opponent.

Johnson recovers from ulcer,
should return to action Friday
In room N237 at San
Jose Hospital, SJSU third
baseman Randy Johnson
lies uncomfortably listening to his teammates play
Santa Clara University.
The outside sounds are
minimal, with only an
attentive nurse supplying
quasi-food and pain pills
distracting him from the
game.
The conditions are not
the Garden of Eden, and
Johnson is doing his best to
speed the healing process.
The junior from Escondido was hospitalized
Thursday night after complaining of stomach
trouble. The diagnosis was
an ulcer.
"It’s worrying about
some little things, like
school," Johnson said of his
ailment. "I’ll have to relax
more."
You would think the
powerful hitter would at
least wait until the second
week of the season to develop an ulcer. So far, he has
no reason to.

He had four hits against
UC Berkeley last Tuesday
in a doubleheader and was
keyed up for Santa Clara
this past weekend.
"I haven’t talked to the
doctor yet," he said. "For
all I know I might be dying."
Johnson, who doubles as
placekicker on the SJSU
football team, expects to be
playing Friday when the
Spartans host NevadaReno.
"The only thing I get to
eat is mush. I’m sick of
looking at it," he groaned.
Johnson was given the
game ball from Saturday’s
second-game victory over
Santa Clara and didn’t
hesitate to compliment his
teammates.
"They played great," he
said. "It surprised me how
everyone was hitting."
But listening to the
game on the radio and

KUNG FU

one of our
valuable donors!
men 8 women 7860 call
or come by weekdays

SAN JOSE
PLASMA CENTER
1469 Pork Ave. Si 998-4567

As women fencers, they
also agree "it’s getting better."
"Fencing is a chauvinistic sport," Johnson said.
"Up until last year women were only allowed to
use one of three weapons
But that’s changing a lot
We’re getting a lots more
respect from men these
days.
"I don’t think their
men’s team (local colleges) can beat our women’s team. We’ve challenged Stanford and U.C.
Santa Cruz and
slaughtered them.
"Women and men in
any sport are in two different realms. The level of
college fencing in this area
is not too high but the level
of our women’s fencing
team is high," she explained as the reason for
the upset.
D’Asaro said she would
like to compete against
men and work-out with her
husband, her coach, every
now and then.
Though D’Asaro is no
longer eligible to compete
at SJSU, Hurley wittingly
concludes, "it doesn’t matter. All six of us are very
good fencers and any combination of us is deadly. It
doesn’t matter who wins,
just as long as we keep it in
the family!"
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Block Peer Counseling Center
You’ve got problems?
1.
2.
3.
4.

hassling with classes?
uptight with people?
frustrated, down?
or just want someone to listen?

"We’ve got Black Peer Counselors" who can refer you
to somebody who will help you with your concern.
Everything is "confidential"

STOP ON BY!!
We’re located in the Afro-American Studies Dept.
We do follow-ups to insure that
you’ve been assisted appropriately.
BLACK PEER COUNSELING CENTER is sponsored by AfroAmerican Studies Dept. and Associated Students. 277-2721

See .. how Scale can benefit you. The Dept. of Social Services has
part time jobs still open.

Think
.. of volunteering for research,

support services, community
liason or counseling. Gain work experience while enriching
Yourself and others.

Do ..

act now. Call Vicki or
Linda for more information.
277-2189 Old Cafeteria Bldg.
Funded in putt’s

Randy Johnson
hospita lited

A,somard

Stl.10ENT COMMUNITY A.,DeMIC
LEARNING DtPEItItt.

Santa Clara County
Dept of Social Services

Voice Your Opinions
Thursday-February 17, 1977, 9:30-11:30 A.M.
Umunhum Room in the Student Union
The U.S. Army War College Current Affairs Panel,
now in it’s eighth year, will be discussing current national security matters with
interested students and faculty. The panel’s presentation will begin with a dis
cussion of several current defense issues and continue in areas ranging from
Management to Sociology as related to the Army.

donate blood plasma
and earn cash
$60 a month as

pared for competition, but,
"If we don’t bring home a
gold medal, it’s in our
heads."
The therapist asks them
questions so they are able
to look at their experiences
from a different perspective.
"We re-live bad experiences and talk them
through so they’re not a
mystery any more. Then
you re-live it the way you
want it to be. It helps an
awful lot," D’Asaro continued.
Hurley remembers one
particular session. "We
just talked about how wonderful life was and laughed
a lot."
Seeing a therapist also
makes the team stronger.
The three talk in terms of
"we" claiming part of their
success is that "the friendship within our team is
phenomenal."
Johnson says the three
are "so in-tune to each
other that we can give all
our energy to the other
when we’re on the strip.
It’s just the perfect combination."
Hurley agrees.
She mentions a "flow"
and "surge of energy"
coming. from her teammates on the sideline as
they shout, "drive it in."
"The opponent is out
there alone fighting six
people," she exclaimed.
D’Asaro, a competitor
in the 1976 Olympics,
agrees with her teammates
that the 1980 Olympics are
in the picture for the future. The team also intends
to bring home an international medal at the World
University Games, to be
held in August in Bulgaria.
Thee all feel that there
is a godd chance Michael
D’Asaro, Gay’s husband
and SJSU fencing coach,
will coach the team in Bulgaria.

On National Security Matters

Help Us Help Others
$15 a week to

playing are two different
things.
After all, it’s sometimes
easier fielding a slow
grounder than a bowl of
mush.

ing.
Her parents encouraged
her to take up fencing as a
child.
"Sure I was the only one
(of her friends) doing fencing," she said, "but I liked
being different. It was a
great conversation piece."
Johnson is the most
energetic one of the three
fencers. She speaks with an
enthusiastic drive, much
like the way she fences. She
moves around a lot, she
says, darting in and out of
the range of her opponent.
Johnson is confident she,
D’Asaro and Hurley will
make women’s fencing a
recognized sport to the
media.
"You need personalities, someone who’s cute,
All-American," she claims.
Hurley is also tall and
slim. Although being lightweight is not a requirement
in fencing, she says "Every
athlete should be in tip-top
shape."
Hurley, much like
D’Asaro and Johnson, became involved with fencing
as a child.
She says that as an 11year-old, "I just wanted to
go play with the swords. I
started winning a few novice tournaments and said,
’hey, this is fun.’ I got serious about it."
The three think of the
sport of fencing as the
Western martial art.
"Amongst our team,
that’s our philosophy,"
Hurley says. "When you’re
fencing, you become one
with your sword. You’re not
a fencer fencing with a foil;
you are fencing."
Johnson claims disciplining yourself is the key
to one being able to enter
into an "altered state"
when fencing.
"All it is, is learning to
filter out all of the intrusions. All you want to be is
one with the sport."
D’Asaro explains all
three of the women meet as
a group with a transactional analysis therapist
about once a month to discuss fencing experiences.
"You are working to
keep yGur emotions out,"
D’Asaro said. "This is difficult if you work hard and
want to win," she added.
Hurley views the therapist sessions as obtaining
"mental hygiene". "What
you do in the sport is reflective of your inner self, so if
I bettery myself, then! also
better my fencing."
Johnson feels that at the
current level of competition, their bodies have been
trained well and are pre-
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The panel member’s specialized fields include:
Literature
Engineering
Political Science
Financial Management
Public Administration
Business Administration
So, on February 17, 1977, the Current Affairs Panel
,encourages you to come and discuss today’s important issues.
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Down on the lob

I Cards’ Mike outshines Chris
as Stanford dumps Spartans
spoken elder Codiroli
stepped to the plate.
As already mentioned,
he singled sharply to center
after being hit by a
and
prove who
pitch later
was the baseeball king of
the Codiroli’s.
It wasn’t the first time
the brothers have faced
each other on the field.
"We played against
each other in Pony League," Chris said. "I walked
him."
"Oh yeah, he won this
time’ around," Chris said.
"But we still have two
more games this season

By Rich Freedman
"Hi Mike. How are ya?"
Ball one.
"Fine, Chris and you?"
Ball two.
"OK. I hear you guys
are good this year?"
Ball three.
"Not bad. Hey, you beat
Santa Clara twice, huh?"
Strike.
"Yeah, and today we’re
going to beat you!"
A single to center, one
run scores and Stanford
goes on to take an 8-6 decision over SJSU in Palo Alto
yesterday.
The conversation is
hypothetical but the
characters and results are
definitely real as Spartan
pitcher Chris Codiroli
found it tough trying to get
brother Mike out.

soto

re

10

and two more years to go."
Codiroli added, however, that after his
brother’s run-scoring iiit
the Cards were calmed the
final three innings.
"After Mike, I had them
pretty much in control,"
Chris said.

;e
Bridgeman walked the
first man he faced in the
fifth before a Randy Wong
double was cause for a
pitching change.

t3,
5It
6,
In

Jim Byous
record in SJSU history with a record of 79-31. The
Spartan grapplers concluded their home meet
schedule Saturday night against the Cardinals and
will begin preparing for thr
Cost Athietic
Association championships to be held at UC-Santa
Barbara Feb. 26.

Senior Rudy Guevara (lop), in his final home appearance as a Spartan, uses a "shoulder -near -ear"
pinning combination to pin Stanford opponent Dave
Harrison (bottom) in SJSU’s big 32-10 win over
Stanford Saturday night in Spartan gym. In four
years, Guevara has accumulated the winningest

But the damage was
done early and even Codiroli’s rescue mission
couldn’t save the Spartans,
now 3-3 this season.

SJSU’s Codiroli, a
spunky freshman, allowed
Stanford’s sixth run of the
game before throwing a
pitch.

SJSU jumped out to a
two-run lead with two outs
in the first when Rich
Guardino doubled and Jay
Peryam lofted a 390-foot
home run over right center-

He tried a pick-off attempt at second base and
the ball sailed into centerfield,

It was the Spartans’
first round -tripper this
year.
Codiroli’s two-run shot

After a groundout,
catcher Bruce Walters
singled in Wong as the soft-

Harper keys win

Spartan tennis team edges Hayward State
By Jim Schwartz
Using a makeshift lineup, the men’s tennis team
edged Cal-State-Hayward
5.5 to 3.5 yesterday. Both
teams received half a point
because the No. 1 doubles
match had to be stopped at
one set apiece due to darkness.

Had Harper lost, SJSU
would have had to sweep
all three doubles matches
to win. But instead, Harper’s victory tied the
match at three-all going
into doubles play.
The length of the match
was the reason for the
doubles match being
stopped. The other singles
matches were completed
by 4 p.m., but Harper’s
match did not end until
4:25.
The No. 3 doubles team

The most crucial match
for the Spartans was also
the longest one of the day,
as Bill Harper defeated
John Nelson 6-4, 6-7, 6-2 in
No. 4 singles.

of Mark Nicholson and
Dave Couch clinched the
victory for the Spartan’s as
they defeated Mike Velasco
and Jamie Lee 6-2, 4-6, 6-4.
The win gave SJSU five for
the day, which Hayward
could not possibly beat.
Earlier, Matt Iwersen
and Don Paulsen put

UCLA and host Pepperdine took on SJSU in a nonleague tri-meet Saturday
afternoon. Because the
Spartans were scheduled to
be in Long Beach by 6 p.m.,
the team left before the
meet was over, making the
final scores meaningless.
Azarfar scheduled the
meet knowing that he
might have to leave early.
"I just wanted to see
how the kids would do
against nationally-ranked
swimmers from UCLA,"
he commented.
McKinley and Gary
Krage both fared well in
the meet, with the former
setting two school records.
McKinley, who transferred frofn UCLA, beat his
ex-mates in the 50-meter
freestyle, by posting a 21.69
time. In the 100-meter
backstroke, McKinley
swam to a 54.14 clocking.

defeated lwersen in
straight sets 6-3,6-2. lwersen was playing in the top
spot as Nial Brash and

pressure on Hayward by
easily beating John and

Brad Rowe were competing in a tournament in
Maryland.

Jeff Nelson 6-1, 6-1. After
that victory, Hayward
would have had to win the

Henry Jacobson downed
Jeff Nelson 6-4, 6-2 in No. 2
singles.

Tankers break marks
but drop competition
Brian McKinely led a
determined but undermanned SJSU swim team
in Southern California
competition last weekend,
breaking three school
records while the team
went winless, lowering its
PCAA mark to 1-4.
The Spartans, without
diver Bob Moulthrop, who
missed the trip for personal
reasons, traveled with
. seven swimmers for a dual
meet Friday and a pair of
tri-meets Saturday.
All five of the schools
SJSU faced, including
powerhouse UCLA, had
squads of more than 20
men.
UC Santa Barbara, a
PCAA opponent, edged
SJSU Friday, 56-47. Coach
Shone Azarfar felt that
Moulthrop’s absence may
:have been the deciding
factor.

remaining two doubles
matches for a victory.
Hayward’s Doug Ditmer, using a strong serve,

Wendell Pierce gave
Hayward its second win
with a 6-3, 6-4 victory over
Paulsen in No. 3 singles.
SJSU’s Pat Tool won his
first set against Velasco

Krage became the first
Spartan tanker to break
two minutes in the 200meter freestyle, covering
the distance in 1:59.34.
University of Pacific
and Long Beach both beat
the Spartans handily, by
scores of 62-28 and 65-28.
McKinley again
cracked the record ledger,
swimming the 200-meter
backstroke in 2:00.

before falling 3-6, 6-2,6-3 in
No. 5 singles.
Couch had little trouble
beating Phil Givens of Hayward 6-3, 6-2 in No. 6
singles.
The No. 1 doubles match
was stopped after Ditmer
and Pierce took the second

five-game batting average
to .526.
Codiroli and Wong
rapped two hits each for
Stanford, now 6-2.
SJSU’s next game is a
league encounter here with
Nevada -Reno Friday at
2:30.
The Spartans play a
doubleheader against the
Wolfpack Saturday at
noon.

Spartans
200 003 010
6 6 4
Stanford
023 030 00e - 8 7 2
Bridgeman. Codiroli 15) and Lane. Fiala, LoPresti 16). Bettenberg 161
and Walters
28 - Won 12). Guardmo
HR - Peryaro one on. Codiroli. one on

Mike, a sopnomore outfielder, ripped a secondinning two-run homer off
starter John Bridgeman
before the brother showdown was set in the fifth
inning with SJSU trailing,
7-2.

Id
st
St

knotted it in the second before Stanford bunched a
walk, single, double and
sacrifice fly together in the
third to build an unsurmountable 5-2 lead.
It was the mark of a
good ballclub that, after
falling behind by six, SJSU
fought to within two.
Starter and winning
pitching Bruce Fiala was
deprived of a complete
ganie when he walked two
and gave up a single to
Steve Bell in the sixth,
loading the bases.
Southpaw Joe LoPresti
faced Tony Biondi. This

set, 6-4, from Harper and
Jacobson. Harper and
Jacobson won the first set
7-6.
Hayward’s coach, Stan
Clark, who was using his
number one line-up, was
"surprised" at the way the
match was going upon

completion of the singles
matches.
"I am very pleased with
the way the match is going.
We have great respect for
San Jose."
After the match, Clark
was still smiling, even
though his team lost.

time the mustachioed Spartan center fielder son,
drawing a bases on balls
and forcing in a run.
LoPresti was yanked
after the next batter, but at
no fault of his own.

lunch
round trip ,6
charter jet 0449

flights from

Frequently
scheduled
1977 departures!

har:rour
605 Market Street
San Francisco CA 94105
(415) 495-8881

Rick Lane’s grounder
was booted by shortstop
Dave Perez and two more
tuns scored.

Send me information about
CHAR-TOURS scheduled
charter flights to ZURICH
and other European cities

But Jerry Battenberg
retired the last two men to
end the rally.
Steve Lujon’s single in
the eighth scored Biondi
with the Spartans final run
on the sunny afternoon.

Ham

Peryam sparked the
SJSU attack with two hits
in three tries, upping his

Address
City

State

Zip
Telephone
All Zurich charter flights aboard
Balair DC-11 lets departing from
San Francisco/Oakland

DON’T GET BOGGED DOWN.
IN YOUR STATISTICS!
LET US HELP YOU!

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
OFFERS
Data Analysis Services
Data Scoring/Coding
Data Processing
Interpretation and reporting ot data
Reasonable Rates
CALL NOW 262-8700 for free
consultation and estimate.

Environmental protection,
Management,
Navigational systems,
Port safty, Boating safety
and
Saving lives.

ASPB PRESENTS
BLUE ANGELS
and

ALGIERS
Thursday, Feb. 17th
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
Admission: 50C

8 pm ONLY

DO YOU KNOW?
These eight have over 49 years
combined experience serving
college-trained people.

AND DID YOU

These are just some of the fields you’re likely
to work in while you’re an officer in

KNOW...
That one of them can help you
start your life insurance
As program without a medical
exam, and defer your premium
.intil you start working
ii))- time!

rank I

4

Ken Crone’s

Bruce Olson

ship and management skills. The Coast
Guard’s a small organization with relatively few officers. So we put your
talents and ability to use as quickly
as possible.
Coast Guard officers are well

John Olen-irk

255-2880

paid. But what we really offer you is richly
’Laorewarding work. Work that’s meaningful.
To you and to your country.
The Coast Guard’s got a lot to offer college graduates. So, before you decide what
you’re going to do after graduation, get the
full story when our representative visits
your campus. Your college placement
office can arrange an appointment
Or call us, toll free, at 800-4248883 for the location of your
nearest Coast Guard officer recruiter.

The Coast Guard.

COLLEGE LIFE

Our representative will ne on your campus February 23 - 24

Call for appointment:
Gene MLF arlane

the Coast Guard.
Of course,you’ll get a lot of specialized training. Not in the classroom,
but on the job while you perform your
duties. That way you’ll develop leader-

Marty Lynn

Dick Geno

+9
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Ex-post office
rich in history

Exercising in "Body Conditioning for the Preble Franklin, Kay Rousseau, Marilyn
Beth Button, Schoenlein Paula Pacheco and Dr Edith
Mature Person" are II. to r
Lindquist

The ’baffle’ continues
A physical education
class designed for mature
persons is being offered on
Tuesday evenings.
Dr. Edith L. Lindquist,
associate professor of
physical education said
there is a "need" for a
physical education class
that is geared for the older
students.
It is unfair for these students to try to compete
with 18 and 19-year-olds she
said. Achievement tests
are also not geared for
young students. Lindquist

said.
More importantly, the
mature person should not
do isometric exercises such
as weight hangs because it
could cause an increase in
blood pressure. They
should do rhythmic exercises instead, she said.
In her class of about
nine, the students do rhythmic exercises beginning
with warm-ups. The students then do walk-runs
and relax.
There is also a nurse on
hand taking blood pres-

sure, and a machine that
measures the pulse rate
has been ordered.
Lindquist said the students measurements are
also taken so they can
determine their own
progress. Since there is
such a wide range of ages
in the class, from 25 to 55
with the average being 26.
Each person will have
an individualized exercise
program so not to strain
themselves.
The class is open to men
and women.

By Sue RAW
San Jose may not house
the Louvre of the Bay Area
or be the prestigious
possessor of any Van
however the
Goghs;
building that holds its art
exhibits may be the real
treasure.
The museum was built
with appropriated funding
from Congress in 1895. It
was built and used for over
40 years as the First
Federal Building (Post
Office).
It served as the public
library from 1937-1970,
when the current library
was built.
The stately stone structure stands on the corner of
San Fernando and Market
streets.’ This corner’s historically known as the old
Spanish Pueblo of San
Jose, the seat of municipal
government in 1779.
The area surrounding
the pueblo was known as
the plaza and became the
meeting place for the people, where bullfights were
held and in later years even
hangings.
In 1888, soon after a fire
destroyed the sizable
Chinese quarter in San
Jose, the Honorable T.J.
Clunie promised the people
of San Jose that if elected
to Congress he would
secure an appropriation for
the Post Office.
Proving that his word
was good construction of
the building began. No expense was spared, with

heavy glass for the exterior
windows, metal work of
copper and eaves in
bronze.
A secret tunnel ran the
outside of the postal room
with peepholes covered
with ventilation covers.
The tunnel was used by
postal inspectors to observe ordinary, business
transactions and by local
investigators to spy on the
postmaster and the employees.
The exterior of the
building is made of sandstone from Almaden
quarry. The stone is fireproof and is unchangeable
by time or exposure to
weather. The stone was
shaped and carved by the
same Italian stonecarvers
who did the job at Stanford.
The building suffered
little damage in the earthquake of 1906. The only
damage was the toppling of
the bell steeple tower.
In 1937, when the Post
Office moved to new quarters, the City of San Jose
purchased the building
from the Federal Government and remodeled it to
house the city library.
When the Library
moved, the city council
voted to remodel it again,
this time to be used as the
San Jose Museum of Art.
The Museum of Art gets
its exhibits by writing to
other museums or being
contacted by the exhibitors, according to Steve
Morse, museum guard.

The San Jose Museum of Art, 110 S. Market St
provides citizens with history and culture

Arts top activities
Events

Erick Hawkins as the Clown teaches
George and Martha Washington to minuet
during his company’s performance last

Jon Porter
Thursday at the Center for the Performing
Arts

No "wow// In Hawkins
By Kathy Morrison
For a group that is
supposed to be avantgarde, the Erick Hawkins
Dance Company was surprisingly unspectacular.
But their performance
last Thursday night at the
Center for the Performing
Arts was nothing to sneeze
at, either.
Co-sponsored by the
A.S. of SJSU and the San
Jose Community College
District, the Hawkins company spent a three-day
residency here last week.
The Thursday performance, before a receptive
audience of 350, was
marked by smooth
choreography and excellent ensemble work, but
it lacked the "wow" feeling
that would have made it a
superlative production.
Hawkins, who studied
under Martha Graham and
George Ballanchine, and
his seven dancers offered
four performances that became more interesting, if
not better, as the evening
progressed.

"Early Floating", the
first dance, was primarily
a movement piece, performed to the very unusual
but not unpleasant
music invented, composed
and played by Lucia Dingoszewski.
Hawkins himself appeared for the first time in
the second piece, "Greek
Dreams with Flute." In a
solo as the "year daimon."
Hawkins moved smoothly
and easily despite his obvious years, adding a
humorous touch that had
been lacking until this
point.
The third movement of
this particular piece was
performed by the four
women in the company, an
eerie dance made more so
by the subdued lighting and
long white chiffon dresses
of the dancers, which they
often used as wings.
The third dance,
"Tightrope," was a symbolic piece, showing the
struggle of "Me," danced
by Cathy Ward, to achieve
security.

"Parson Weems and the
Cherry Tree, Etc." was the
last, the best and the most
popular dance of the evening. Based on the first biography of George Washington, this wonderfuljonguein-cheek number was
bright, alive and loaded
with humor aimed at the
legendary "father of our
country."
Dressed in red, white
and blue construction
paper "costumes," the
dancers
including
Hawkins as a mischievous
clown
cavorted
and
pranced about the stage,
providing a delightful end
to an enjoyable evening.

r-

"FLEA"
MARKET
PRICES

7

1; DAYS A WEEK

30% to
70% Off!
CHECK US OUT

There IS a difference!
PREPARE FOR

MCAT0 DAT LSAT’ SAT

GRE

GMAT

OCAT

CPAT

VAT

Over 38 years of experience and success Smail classes. Vol.
ominous home study materials. Courses
are constntly
updated. Centers open days 8. weekends that
all year. Complete
tape facilities for review of ChM loTson,
.orf for tice of
supplementary materials.

ECFMG

Long Sleeve Shirts
0 28 .-86.86
Fancy Jeans
- $27 ,0 MSS C up
Pull Over Tops
MSS
0, 23
Men’s C Women’s
Long Pre-washed
Denim Coats

FLEX

Black Awareness Week is
well underway in its
fourth day of activities.
Don Warden leads off today’s events at noon with
art and musical events.

Following at 5:30 p.m a
display of African
fashions and poetry
readings will provide
entertainment, with a
wine-tasting reception to
follow.

Sigmond Raoul, a jazz
pianist is featured at 1
p.m. Following Raoul is a
Black Writers’ workshop
at 2 p.m.

Martial arts will be demonstrated and discussed at
6:30 by Mu Chi Do Ryu.

Nattille Tubbs and Sheri
Anderson will conduct an
African Hair Design
Workshop at 3 p.m.

Sheri Anderson concludes
the day’s events with a
lecture and presentation
on "Contemporary Black
Art."

A jazz combo, featuring
Brian Cannon and Com-

All events are scheduled
for the S U. Ballroom.

Flexible Programs A Hours

2251 YALE STRUT
PAM ALFO. CA 94306
ralS) 327- 0841

Beatles’ Something’
those songs are some of the
best poetry I know!"
Rosenberg said.
There is a continual upgrading in the commercial
music, too, Rosenberg
said. He called the work today ’tremendous’ and said
some of the best work of
our time is being done in
the area of music.
"Lyrics from Buffalo
Springfield like ’there you
stood on the edge of your
feather expecting to fly’ is
such a change from the Tin
Pan Alley ’moon and June’
lyrics," Rosenberg said.
"When did they ever
mention things like paranoia, or plastic, or shallow
values?"
"All human experience
is potential for a lyric or
song today," Rosenberg
said. "We’ve broken
through the barrier of
form."
The class meets at 7
p.m. each Thursday in ED
314.
For further information, contact the Office of
Continuing Education, 2772182.

THANK 1114
GOD, IT’S
WEDNESDAY.

Every Wednesday around
the world, Christian
Scientists get together in
thanks to God We sing of
the by of life at one with
God, and the freedom such
oneness brings
Then many of us stand
up and tell how an understanding of God and man
brings freedom and heals
problems like disease.
human relationships, and
finding a lob
Won’t you loin with us
this Wednesday/
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
TESTIMONY MEETINGS
Sao. owe, Onm Sows, Si
2003 Corel An
*at Emnng Tommmrml I P M
Sun Sews 55a, SehEd
Si 611AM
MAT mot m
AreAry Roam MOI Lac.

"The Earth is but one country,
and mankind its citizens."
BahtiIIah
COME, INVESTIGATE, JOIN
Bahai Student Forum
Every Wed. 7 PM
Montalvo Rm. Student Union
Topic Introduction to Bohai faith

LOW COST
Auto Insurance
for College Students
289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
SAN JOSE
91 Paseo de San Antonio
San Jose, CA 95113
(Just off intersection of 3rd and San Antonio
near P0 Substation)

AFRICAN
FESTIVAL
Featuring

Don Warden
John Carlos
and

Tirivafi Kongai
Speakers Forum
12:00 - 1:30
South African Workshop
2:00 - 3:00
and

FESTIVE RECEPTION
with

Free Food - Winetasting
and music by

NAT’L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
55 GRANT AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO CA
(1151 433-1763

experience of one," he
said.
"Lyrics from songs today are realistic. They
show the world as it is, not
the safe, predictable,
brush -your -teeth -and you’ll do-good impression
that our parents gave us."
Exciting study
Rosenberg calls the
study of music lyrics exciting because of the number
of new talented groups.
"When I was a teenager
there were five or six good
bands. Now there are hundreds," Rosenberg said.
Enduring talent
Talents like Stevie WonJefferson Airearly
der,
plane, Paul Simon and Procol Harum will last, Rosenberg said.
"They’ve worn very,
very well. There is increasing interest in past contemporary music."
Music today is dealing
with themes like the changing image of women, war,
primitivism, interpersonal
relationships and love.
’Moody Blues’
’Through the Eyes of a
Child:’ Leonard Cohen’s
’Suzanne;’ and The

Yirr4i

pany is scheduled at 4:30
p.m.

Rock lyrics inspire lit class
By Heather Cbaboya
Poetry in the form of
folk and rock song lyrics
will be studied in "The
Singing Poets: Troubadors
of Yesterday and Today,"
an extension class which
meets Thursday nights at
SJSU.
English professor, Albert Rosenberg, will be
studying poetic achievements from folk ballads to
contemporary times, although he feels that, most
academicians doubt the
aesthetic significance of
today’s song lyrics.
"It is my considered
opinion that some of the finest writing today is to be
found in the folk rock lyrics
of writers such as Bob
Dylan, John Lennon and
Joni Mitchell," he stated.
The class is an example
of the increased student
and teacher interest in the
popular music of the 1960s
and ’70s. According to
Rosenberg, hundreds of
participants have enrolled
in the course since it began
10 years ago.
Poetic songs
Song lyrics are written
to be experienced with the
context of music, but considered alone they may
have poetic qualities, according to Rosenberg.
"Some song lyrics that
were not intended to be
poems create the aesthetic

still

Brian Canon 8- Company

9410,1

-H
TDOCATIONAL CfPATFM
’is, AMIPMATION
itllAitSTS SINCE f 9311

L,

Free Alterations
2711-1Bel
,
U7 E. San Carlos
EM, Fr=
Mon.-Sat. 10-730
Closed Sunday

Jazz Combo
An ASPB Presentation in conjunction with Black Awareness Week Committee
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$ 1 million reinstated to financial aid
after Pres. Bunzel’s personal appeal

SOM.

ewe’

W Fianna,"
Lew Fisher (left) and George Ellis

Transcendental Meditation instructors

Violence reduced

T.M. betters jail life
By Penny Calder
Transcendental Meditation, the practice of intense
thought, has found its way
into maximum security
at Folsom prison.
According to George Ellis, a prison T.M. instructor, Folsom is being
used as a pilot study to
show the California penal
system how T.M. can be
better than any existing
program.
"We knew what we were
going to find when we went
into the program," Ellis
said. "The program works
well for people in the
’normal’ world, so it should
work well for people in this
environment - people trying to get rid of stress."
"T.M. is essentially for
human development. We

don’t treat them as convicts. We just treat them
like people," he said.
The inmates participate
in the program only because they want to. Folsom
is the only institution
without mandatory. participation in programs.
The participants are put
through a battery of tests.
There are four psychological tests: sleep pattern
monitoring, rest impulse
recovery and measurement of cigarette consumption.
The test results, conducted by the Institute of
Social Rehabilitation and
Far West Laboratories
showed the men to be less
violent and more selfassured, and a noticeably

changed outlook, Ellis
said.
Meditation may have
prevented two murders
from happening within the
prison. A man heard a
"hit" was- out for two prisoners for an unpaid $104
drug debt. According to
Ellis, this man thought the
dignity of life was worth
more than $104,* so he
reported it to the
authorities.
Before T.M., this man
had closed his lines of
sensitivity. and T.M.
helped him to reopen them,
Ellis said.
Ellis feels that if T.M.
can work in Folsom, where
it is possible to teach to
men with no will for life,
then it can work for people
on the outside.

Students offered units
for SHARE tutor work
Operation SHARE, a
volunteer tutoring program started at SJSU 11
years ago, can be a
frustrating but rewarding
experience, according to
SHARE coordinator Nicki
Lustig.
The children are
potentially good students
who are having difficulty in
school, Lustig said. Sometimes the child’s progress
is very slow and it can be
frustrating, she added..
SHARE can be rewarding if the student wants to
put something into his
tutoring, she said.
The tutor is a person
who isn’t an administrator
or parent, and who is there
for the student’s benefit,
and the student realizes
this, Lustig said.
SJSU students can get
from one to three units by
participating in SHARE.
SHARE’s program emphasizes individual tutoring on a one-to-one basis
with disadvantaged children.
A part of the tutoring is
academic and a part is the
relationship with the child,

SHARE has tutors at
several elementary
schools, junior high schools
and juvenile detention
facilities. The tutors choose
a shikt which fits the situation they would like to work
in and an appointment with
the child’s teacher is made.
The tutor later has a visit
with the parents of the
child.
Students interested in
tutoring must work a minimum of two hours a week
with the child and at least
one semester.
Up to three unit g can be
obtained by enrolling in ED
166, "Pre-Professional Ex-

Burled

411(1

perience in Education."
For three units a student
must tutor five hours a
week. For two units, three
hours of tutoring is required and for one unit, two
hours is required.
Students can set their
own schedule for the hours
they want to work and
there is no homework or
textbooks.
SHARE directors interview potential tutors before accepting them.
For anyone interested in
joining the SHARE program call 277-3257. The
SHARE office is at Barracks.14 and is open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Beauty Products

formulated by AM, %miffing

Hair Design
Skin Cars

480 South tenth Street
San Jose
294 0629

Hair Analysis
Ear Piercing

riot need the $7 million reBy Heather Chaboya
More than $1 million has quested.
However, SJSU Presibeen restored to the SJSU
federally funded 1977-78 dent John Bunzel made a
student financial aid bud- personal appeal to Reget, according to financial gional Commissioner of
Education Dr. Warren Tapaid director Donald Ryan.
Last October the univer- pin to reinstate the amount.
According to Ryan,
sity applied for $7,074,639 to
fund work/study, student Financial aid director,
loans and supplementary Bunzel strongly urged a restoration of funds and
education grants.
The regional Health, pointed out the fact that the
Education and Welfare re- university has a 103 perview board in San Fran- cent utilization rate of all
cisco, which approves the the aid which it has rerequests, cut back the ceived in the past.
The approval will now
amount to $5,720,275 - a
loss of $1.3 million to the make its way to Washington, D.C. along with hunstudent aid budget.
The review board ap- dreds of other California
proves requests by re- financial aid requests
gional universities, junior where Congress will pass
colleges and other appli- appropriations based on set
cants for federally funded percentage rates for state
financial aid amounts, and student assistance rethe total state requests are quests.
SJSU will not receive
sent to Washington, D.C.
the total $7 million which it
Review board
requested since the reThe review board
quests for aid from Contrimmed the SJSU request
gress far exceed the
by 1.3 million because it defederal aid budget for 1977cided the university would

14i AN._ :sir... itCYcie
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PRESIDENTS WEEKEND
PICK YOUR PRICE SALE AT

Pants 96ff !
The

Discount Pants Store
Our prices are color -coded and range from 4.99 to
15.99. Come in, choose your item or items from our
huge selection of Guys and Gals merchandise,
PRESENT THIS AD,
and pay the NEXT lower price on each item.
We carry BRAND NAME jeans, shirts, and jackets
at unbelievably low prices!
Guys sizes 26 to 42/Gals sizes 5 to 16
All red or white ticketed items will be $1.00 off. By
using this ad, you will also be registered for our
free drawing for 3 - $20,00 merchandise certificates
at each store. No purchase necessary.
Register by Feb. 21
2932 Aborn Square, San Jose, Ph 274-9322
(East Capitol Expressway at Aborn Road)
Please f ill

ill

completely

TradeRepair*Buy ’Sell
i.:

STEREOS
TAPE DECKS
CAMERAS AND ODDS & ENDS

1

STRAW HAT PIZZA

At Regular Price
Valid Sun. thru Thurs ’till
Open Daily at 11 an-

_

SJSU

Zip
Sex

t 60Mbs

logo.2
1

ONLY

60*

112.0V11

it
cn
ci4

1440...ks

CASEY’S

Build your own [’amount, fittast Beef. Ham,
or Submarine Sandwich from our sandwich bar
60C WITH THIS AD
Limit one to a customer

Seri roman&

ye&

1,14

91)

VALID UNTIL Feb. 23, 1977
1
MON.-SAT. 287-3474

lth & San Carlos
’OPEN

CO

mys IlLYS 71LIISIMISIAVS7AYS it

classifieds
:: announcements
KUNG FU, WOMEN’S SELFDEFENSE, Er various mental Et
physical training programs are
available at the Institute of Psy
cho. Physical Development. Inc
la non-profit organization) Full
time students get a 15% distount
on all classes. For information on
specific courses, call 293-6611 or
write or drop by: 325 S. 1st St .
4th Floor. San Jose.
FRIENDS Er NEIGHBORS are stu
Krems, volunteers, and the people
of board N care homes who pro
vide community services and an
twines. SJSU students can to
ceive Upper DiViSiOrl Credit for
participation. Visit 79 S. 5th St.
or call 292 3313 before the last
add day

Capri 73 V6 Stick AM FM Stereo
361:51) m , good cond. $2600
4087031.
VAN- 66 Dodge ’Sportsman’ rblt
curb trans recent tires shocks.
paint job. Coml. interior. $1250
244-9038
64 MOB Only 25k on reblt. eng. 27
Mpg Runs b look great New
misp. tires, brks, $950279.3937
Sandwiches straight from the
kitchen. Smoothie milkshakes. 126 E. San Salvador,
bet 3-4th.
’70 Plymouth Duster, 6 cyl
$AX/ Must sell. 293-7525 or
248.0586
Tire Closeout -Super Record
and Latour high pressure 27 x
and 27 x 1 ’k Bicycle tires
15
oft while supply lasts
Shaw’s Lightweight Cycles.
131E William St.. 298 5824

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY! Stuff
envelopes $50 per 100 possible
Send S.A.S.L. to: A. Rochmum
1212 E. Williams St , San lose
CA 95116.
The Christian. Science
Organization meets 3:30
Wednesdays in the Student
Chapel. Everyone is wel
come.
KUNG FU
Beginning class on campus
Wednesdays 7.8:15 p.m 2 23 to
3 ’30. Price $9.00 with money
back after 1st class it not
satisfied. Sign up at A.S.
Business Office in Student Unroll
today to reserve a place.
LEARN TO SAIL or enjoy being on
the bay $7 ’day .per person.
groups
Et
weekends
also 2646252.
Piano lessons for serious students,
on your piano. SJSU Graduate
student. 292-8986 eves.
METRIC HANDS-ON WORK
SHOP readiness workshop for
students b teachers
Free
’ materials. Teaching strategies.
Feb 251h 7 10 pm Feb 26th En
27th 9 am 430 pm 1 unit ED 210,
for info call 225.5345.

automotive

’6I3 VW BUG
Good cond
279 2434 or 9543940 after 1;
pm
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE All work
guaranteed Free house calls in
central S J Tune up including
parts from S22. Carburators
rebuilt from $17 Also other
work- brakes, electrical. coignes
rebuilt. etc Diagnoim En appraisal service for prospective
VW buyers. Phone Dan at
293-4616 eves
71 PORSCHE 914 excellent con
dition, perfect body, FM,
Ken
removeable top
213 5043

for sale

vs

CASH for books arid records
Phone 2906275 Recycle Book
store. 98 E. San Fernando. SJ
Selection of used books Er
records. GREAT’
. . . _
Natural Peanut Snack
BURY
unique package of forgh energy,
for an active person Write for
sample. BUZZY. P.0 Box 6801.
S J 95150.
HONEY
Locally produced
Ruthoe’s Honey
1025 Bird Ave. S.)
293-1307

Positions open for a few people in
Wrested in substantial financial
gain as well as a permanent post
non in a new Et fast growing
company
Call Douglas Day
2466094 or 249-8001 or attend
soectal meeting Feb 23 Ef 24,
3:09 in Guadalupe Rm., SU.
Commercial Studio needs models,
female. 18-25. no exp, part time
Send recent photo W applica
tion LIS PO Box 21857 Si 95151
Female models who wear shoe
sizes 10 Et up are needed for shoe
advertisement. 241 0259.

Vet Clinic 15-20 hrs per week.
Full rime in summer Mostly
kennel work Er assisting doc
tor. Some heavy lifting in
valved 266 1757

3:.

housing

ROOM FOR RENT
Large House near campus. Inv
room Er board in exchange for
housekeeping duties 998 0149
ROOMS Spacious 2 person rooms
for men Et woman Ito live with
woman tenant). $100 ma Meals
extra $65. ma k T.O. House,
234 S. 11th St., 998-9707 Ask
for Brad, Jim Hon P011.
CHRISTIAN MEN, Studio $95 One
room $65 Cleaning fee . blk
from library 295-5335
568S0. 1166 19. The State House,
roltuntshed, new cots.. fern , Et a
safe security bldg with parking
spaces All 2 Dr 2 be at $230
See Manager Apt 12864967!
MALE DORM CONTRACT
Sale Will sell at discount
Chris at 277-8375

for
call

STUDIO SPACE for rent -lb X
25
Ideal for potters or a
sculptor
5 well outlets for
machrne tools, concrete
floor, dry walled
$50 mo
_ call
_ 293-7464
_ _

One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

$150
200
250
300

700
750
3.00
350

225
715
325
315

740
290
340
390

750
300
3.50
400

Each addrtsonal line add
50
50
50

50

Imes
Imes
lines
Imes

MEN,
WOMEN,
JOBS ON SHIPS, American Em
eign. No experience required
Excellent pay Worldwide travel
Summer lob on carrier. Send
$3.00 for information SEAFAX.
Dept 8 9, First b. Laurel. Port
Angeles, Washington 913362
Chris Wright- call Jeri Turpin
268.1272.
GAY MEN AND WOMEN
in the San Jose community the Gay
Students Union meets every
Thurs. at 8 p.m ill the Student
Union. We offer an informal
atmosphere for gay people to
meet, make friends and explore
different aspects of our gayness.
If you are entering gay life for the
first time you will find GSU a
friendly place to come out Those
of us who treed to love and be
loved by members of our own sex
need each other For more info,
mation about our meetings and
EICIMIIBS watch the Spartaguide
or call the Information Office,
WE
277-3228. WE’RE HERE
CARE! ATTEND!
COLLECTIVE
FAMILY
REORGANIZING: Seeking others
w wo house. No transkftes.
295 0640. Ask for Jill

stereos
THE HIGH-END SHOPPE Sal me
909008 1500. 8080DB $450.
Maranti 2230 $230, Yamaha C 2
$520; Smuts Blue $80, MA
2002 e $65, Philips GA 212 $130;
MANY MORE 7370828 eve S Th
BofA M C
SAVE THIS AD Before you pun
chase costly stereo equipment.
check with us for discounts on
21:0 maim brands of Audio. TV,
tape, can stereo, etc Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with tio hassle.: We
manufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank recording tape sold wholesale to the
Sounds Unique,
, public.
998-2683. Tues Fri 1 6, Sat.
12-5

Ir.

Check

itt

PASSPORT Et ID Photo Special
$2 off w ad lot 2 color or 4 Raw
photos Regulm price $7.50. JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY. 293 7003. 20
Paseo de San Antonio, Si Ike
tween 1st Et 2nd Street).

services

TYPING - IBM SELECTRIC
253 3684
Reports. Theses. Resumes. Term
Papers. Letters, Etc PoLk up and
delivery at SJSU
INTELLIGENT TYPING-editing.
form, grammar Call between 9
a.m. 9 pm Margie PENN.
996 1265
TYPING -TRANSCRIPTION.

Tfaiii

pa
s’"
and up IBM Correction Selo
ttics Small toismess account,.
solicited Call 263 4525 It a chati
answers, don’t hang up Ask tor
NOR Ii.
KITTY CARTER
LEY SECRETARIAL
un C
VICE.
paP:s:e5"7:
prOIiS10:ers

Let our
Hard Working (always)
Courteous (usually)
Classified Ad Manager
Handle all of your
Advertising Needs

SECRETARY" Mei Yon’
.263E4525
thesis, report or term pope, a.
and efficient IBM Sel Coto,
tem Weekends also availabl
446 1525, ask for Betty
Dissertation design or ai
blues’ Call ACRE at 328 7175
TYPING SERVICE. Duality work
Fast Reasonable rates SOlilli
Ann Huston
San Jose
578.3891

9 am - 3:30 JC 208

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Free Poignancy test. wisdom
on alternatives to pregnancy
Competent pregnani:y terrmna
tion All services confidential
Call CHOICE 358 2766

Punt Your Ad Here:
30 !tutors and "pm es

Each
addi
tonal
day

Print name

.1 Automotive
Entertainment
For Sale

i Help Wanted
ii Housing
lost and Found
ii Persmtn.,Is

tor each linel

35
35
35
35

50

Day

a Classification

Announcements

travel

Paris
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Milan
Shm limn
London
Frankfort
Arnsterdatn
Athens
Zurich
Israel
Ronv
Brussels
Hong Kong
Ltsbon
Philippines
Mexico
New York
Chicago
Travel services avail
Hawaii
Britrail Pass
able Email Pass
International Student Menu
Youth Hosty Card Issuance
Overseas Job
tel Cards
Placement IStudents Only1
.
Tour Information IBudgetl
Students Intraeuropean Flights hr
Camping tours in Ear
Trains
Student Flights to Amu
ope
Africa, Australia, b Middle East
-Travelers In
from Europe
Travel Publications
surance
Car Leasing and Purchasing
.
Student Tours to Israel Et
Contact
USSR from Europe
Davis at CAMPUS
Roi B
TRAVEL ADVISORS. 505 S.
10th St at Williams St San
Jose, CA 95112 14061 292-1613,
Mon Fri 9 a m Spur. or by
appointment 259-8356
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA
Student charter flights yea,
ISCA 1609 Westwood
rd
Blvd #1113 L A Calif 90024
12131826 rL669, 826.0955

37 year-old, rice lookeng, intelligent
disabled Ivoice defect) single
man would like to meet a girl for
cumpateueship Et to gel
acquainted Et live in Please call
at 29. 6-2308.
. Brian _
_ .
WAKE UP! to a meditation than
gives you, the doer, the highest
level of Realization in the shortest
1941
FREE,
possible time
Hamilton Ay, Si 1 Blk E of
Leigh. 8 pm Mondays 371 6383
TOKING Pamphenalia Firm wane,
to buy your Me, :.1-2 cdit
logs

SILK SCREENER W equipment
wanted for T shirt Co. 293 1781
evenings.

Classified Rates

3
4
5
6

9

help wanted

OVERSEAS JOBS
-mer year-round
Europe. S
America, Australia. Asia, etc. All
fields, $500 $1200 monthly
Expenses paid, sight seeing Free
inform. Write: International Job
Center, Dept. S13. Box 4490,
Berkeley, CA 94704

:i

personals

ii ServIces
i Transportation
Travel

Phone

Address
r:I1Y

Semester rate lall Issues1 825.00

State
_ Age

3/31/77

153ri Mervitin At.’

"Ifo SAVE SAV SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SI

293-8990

74 E. San Fernando

the national student loan
program.
With the college
work/study program, 80
percent is federally funded
and 20 percent is provided
by SJSU or the business
where the student is employed.

GREAT Original & Deep Dish Pizza
Soups. Sandwiches. Salad Bar
Brews, Soft Drinks, Wine
THIS COAUnPyOsiNngre
ReTpHizza$1 .00 OFF
WORTH

Alt SO

44/0W

Minimum Three Lines One

Name
Address
City
Phone _

"The restoration of
these funds will benefit
1,000 students," Ryan said.
Of the total funds received for financial aid, 40
percent goes to the college
work/study program, 40
percent to the supplementaj education
grants, and 20 percent to

Instead, SJSU will receive a percentage of that
amount from the federal
government based on the
federal aid budget Congress approves for California, according to Ryan.
"In the past we have received 40 percent of the
amounts requested for
federal aid, but this year
percentage-wise we may
do better - at this point I
would say we will receive
45 percent of the $7 million
requested, or roughly $3.2
million," Ryan said.
Ryan said that another
reason the review anpeals
board reinstated the 1.3
million was that Bunzel
pointed mitt the university’s
long standing commitment
to assist needy students.

One block from campus

h.

February 18

18

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95111

F ncinsed Is$

F.or

’Deadline, two days prow

to pub.

tor:anon
’Consecutive publoce t ion dotes on iy
’No refunds on cancelled ads
--------- _ - - -

February 16, 1977, Page 8

Saga inspires readers kindness

Grad nears sum for sight aid
By Gary Morse
One woman sent the
flower money she had received for her son’s funeral
to Vivian Younger because
"he would have wanted it
that way."
A married couple used
their anniversary as an
occasion to mail Younger
$300.
From 19 such contributors. Younger, an SJSU
graduate student, has received $2,262 for a reading
aid which she said will be
like "a new pair of eyes."
The contributions have
come steadily since a
Chronicle-Examiner story
quoted Younger, a blind
student-teacher, as saying
her biggest dream is to own
in Optacon.
Letters and donations of
52 to MOO have come to
Younger from as far north
as Oregon and as far south
as China Lake.
Younger said she should
have enough money to buy
an Optacon this June from
the money she has received
plus "outside help."
She declined to go into
details on the outside help.
She said the basic Optacon unit costs about 83,000.
It provides a small
camera used in one hand of
the blind person which
scans the printed material
and then electronically
conveys the information to
a device that reprints the
electronic impulses in the
shapes of letters in their
other hand.
"You need a certain
type of motor coordination
because each hand is
working independently,"
Younger said.
"It’s like patting your
hand and rubbing your
tummy at the same time,"
she added.
To help her learn how to
use the machine, Younger
will take a two-week course
in June with Telesensory
System, a private nonprofit organization based in
Palo Alto. Cost is $550 plus
living expenses.
"I understand it takes
quite awhile to build up
speed," she said about the
Optacon. "But just like
anything else, you must
practice to become proficient.
"One way I’ll practice is
to go to the library and pull
out books at random and
see if! can read them," she
said.
Younger, currently a
student teacher at Lincoln
Glen Elementary School,
thinks the Optacon will
help her find a permanent
teaching job after she graduates in May. With the
machine, she said she will
be able to read student
worksheets, tests and office memos without having
to rely on a hired reader for
the blind.
She stressed the reading
unit will also be helpful for
personal reading and increasing her independence.
"To me," Younger said,
"the Optacon is like giving
me a new pair of eyes because I’ll be able to pick up
the material and read it
myself."
Since the stories about
her in the Bay Area papers,
which Vivian said sprang
from an Oct. 19, 1976 Spartan Daily article, she has
been invited to speak at
minority conferences and

uss
SJSU student-teacher, reads braille.

Vivian Younger, a visually handicapped

been interviewed by other
newspapers and TV stations.
Last Friday’s "Evening
Show" on KPIX showed
Younger and her fifth
graders

She stressed she wasn’t
seeking to use publicity as
a pitch for donations and
said that the letters have
helped in more than financial ways.
"People have helped me

t

in many ways: money, encouragement. But mostly,
though, through moral support," she said. "That’s because they think !can do it.
That makes me feel that I
can do it."

Everyone involved

Committee
retains head
of bike shop
Ellie Gioumousis will
continue to serve as manager of the A.S. Bike Shop
after receiving a neutral
evaluation from the A.S.
Personnel Committee, Jeff
Brown, a member of the
committee, has said.
The committee’s review
of her position was requested by A.S. Council as
a reprimand for her overexpenditure of $139 of A.S.
funds.
The Council allocated
$612 to the bike shop, $320 of
which was to be spent on a
work bench. Gioumousis
purchased a work bench
for $459.
"After reviewing her
position as manager, the
personnel committee decided that she has done an
adequate job," Brown said.
"She is not really guilty of
a serious error."

the University of Toronto
philosophy department,
gave his views on "why the
Jews" and then equated
this to modern times.
First, he said, at the
time of the Nazis,
philosophers had already
ruled out the existence of
Christ, and without a
Christ, no one could accuse
the Jews of killing him.
Some hated the Jews because they were too
clanish, while others hated
them because they were
not clanish enough, or they
were too nationalistic or
they were communists,
Fackenheim said.
When the good the Jews
had produced was pointed
out, people said they were
just pretending, according
to the philosopher.
This sort of logic prevalent at the time is what
Fackenheim called "devil
Logic" and its code word,
anti-Semitism.
Fackenheim said there
is a new code word.
At the present, the
Arabs are claiming that the
Jews are doing to the Arabs
what the Nazis did to the
Jews.
Citing from a speech
addressed to the United
Nations by Yassir Arafat,
leader of the Palestine
Liberation Front ( PLO),
Fackenheim found that the
Jews of today were equated
with the Nazis of the past

If you didn’t notice the
consumer switchboard was
laid to rest last semester,
you are not the only one.
In fact, that is one
reason why A.S. President
James Ferguson phased
out the program. Unwanted and understaffed.
the switchboard was a victim of budget cutbacks.
Besides being understaffed, it duplicated other
services, Ferguson said.
He pointed out that county
consumer agencies are
available to students. Another reason was "a lack of
response for it," Ferguson
said.
A.S. Treasurer Maryanne Ryan agreed with
Ferguson.
"The switchboard here
didn’t serve its intended
purpose," Ryan said.
"There wasn’t much demand for it last semester
and the student staff
couldn’t devote adequate
time to it."
Started in spring 1973 by
SJSU student Judy Garcia.
the switchboard hit its peak
of popularity in spring 1974,
while under the leadership
of Bill Clarkson, an SJSU
new college graduate

"During that semester
150 people used our services," Clarkson said. "We
had somebody in the office
five days a week, eight
hours a day."
Clarkson and his staffers were taking a New
College Course in consumer switchboard at the
time. Working at the
switchboard was part of
the class. According to
Clarkson, there was a lot of
support on campus for the
switchboard, located in the
A.S. offices on the third
level of the Student Union.
"First we listened to the
person’s complaint over
the phone, then made a
report on it," Clarkson
said. "After that we researched the problem and
referred the person tb the
appropriate agency."
Typical complaints
were dissatisfaction with
car repair jobs and defective products, Clarkson
said. Many people called
the switchboard first
before talking to the company involved. The switchboard would then send
them to the business and
sometimes that alone
would resolve the problem.
"We also gave advice on

small claims court, how to
use it, where to go, and
what to pay," Clarkson
said.
Clarkson said the
switchboard did a "satisfactory" job based on the
fact that it was operated by
students who were learning
as they were going along.
He said it "could be a very
effective office."
A dynamic person is
needed to run it, someone
who is innovative, Clarkson
added. He stressed that a
demand must be created
for the switchboard.
"You have to advertise
and let people know you are
there," he said. "We acted
as middlemen between the
consumer and city agencies."
Last semester the consumer switchboard was
merged with the housing
switchboard by former
A.S. President John Rico.

while the PLO was equated
with Jews of the past.
In addition, the terrorists were seen as the
French Freedom Fighters
of the last war.
And finally, through
some use of mathematics,
according to Fackenheim,
Arafat said that the Jews
were responsible for six
million Arab deaths, the
same number of Jews
killed by the Nazis.
This speech is no accident, Fackenheim declared. "It is an attempt to
rape the Christian conscience again."
The present code word
for the new extermination
of the Jews, according to
Fackenheim, is the belief
that the real future of the
Arabs lies in the secular
state for all.

The formation of an A.S.
Government Advisory
Board will be proposed by
A.S. Council Chairman Jeff
Brown at tomorrow’s 3
p.m. council meeting.
One student representative from each of SJSU’s
nine schools will comprise
the board’s voting membership, Brown said. The
A.S. vice president and
council vice chairperson
will be non-voting members of the board.
"One of the purposes of
this Advisory Board will be
to help the A.S. Council
keep track of how our funds
are being used," Brown
said.
The A.S. is funding an
increasing number of
campus programs that
should be funded by the
university. Brown said.
New campus programs

Francis Wakabayashi
was put in charge. Wakabayashi said she did not
emphasize the consumer
switchboard because she
had no expertise in that
area.
"I was more interested
in tenant-landlord problems," Wakabayashi said
"Most of my calls were
from people on welfare
with rent problems."
1
GIANT
BOOK SALE!
Fantastic Bargains
on
Publishers’ Overstock
Books on Gardening,
Art, Cooking, Sports,
Etc

BOOKS INt.

420 Town ft Country Villau.,
(Corner of Stevens Crk at
Winchester/

243-6262

The ’PERFECT’
IdaGREETING CARD
. . ONE MADE BY YOU!
BLANK CARD STOCK
MATCHING ENVELOPES
ASSORTED COLORS 90 each

Advisory board
urged for A.S.

Jewish persecution

(Continued from page 3)
Instead of a handful of
responsibles Hilberg
believes that the accountants, lawyers, politicians,
bureaucrats, military,
laborers were the perpetrators because the problem
was at all levels, and all
persons eventually had
something to do with it.
The bureaucrat, who
contends he was merely
following orders, "is not a
cog in the wheel, he drives
the wheel," Hilberg said,
and we are the bureaucrats
for we are the ones who
drive society.
"They were not crazy,"
Hilberg said, "This phenomena is rooted in western
society."
Speaking after dinner,
Dr. Emil Fackenheim, of

A.S. consumer switchboard
v
victimized
by budget slashes

Sal 1011 IN

ask for A.S. funds as a last
resort, after being turned
down by the University, he
said.

PAINT

& WALLPAPER

CO

87 Valley Fair Ct San Jose 249-8700
365 San Antonio Rd Mt View 941 3600

11*
New AZIZA two-tone lustre eye shadow.
In soft color and highlight dual-shade cakes
12 exquisite combinations
by Prince Matchabelli. Only $2.50

At 10th Street Pharmacy
Corner of 10th Et Santa Clara
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Weekdays ’til 9 Weekends ’til 6
Post Office Weekdays 9-5

While it’s still free.
Jeni Malaro,
Student
"I had C’s in high school. After
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics.
I was able to maintain an A average:

XIIIIOX copies

34
Overnight
Days 4C no min
loose. Ex’) 7177
BRING THIS AD

AMER/CAN COPY
173 F

Nnst to

FP/I1.111,1i
PYrir 11 IT,

295-7778

ASPB PRESENTS
Uptown Saturday Night
Wednesday, Feh 16th

3:00, 7:00 Et 10:00
ADMISSION $1 00

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM

BOWMAR
DIGITAL TIMEPIECE
FROM THE MAKERS OF
THE BOWMAR BRAIN

$34.97

Chris Walsh,
Engineering
"It’s boring to read the way
most people are taught
This way, you look at a
page of print you see the
whole page. Its great’

John Futch,
Law Student
’With 61) briefs a week.
the average student takes
all week to prepare for
class. In an evening.
I’m finished.’

Jim Creighton,
Student
"Its easy. Once you
know how to do it. its
super easy!"

Richard St. Laurent,
Teacher
’l was skeptical, but now I’m
reading around 2300 words a
minute Puts you that much
ahead of everyone else"

It’ll make homework a lot easier this year In fact, you can cut your study time almost
in half with the copyrighted techniques you learn in one free lesson. We’ll give you the
incredible secrets to easy speed reading, better concentration and greater comprehension
Taught in more than 300 cities throughout the U.S. It’s easy. It’s fun. It works.

Increcse your reading speed as much as 100%!

plus tax

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

TODAY and tomorrow
4:00 PM OR 8:00 PM

SAN JOSE
HOWARD JOHNSON’S
On North First St

Sta,01,,s Steel Case
Ay.tilAnIt iv C 0 D

Order or pick-up at
898 Commercial St.
Phone (408) 294-5250

0 EVELYN WOOD READING DYNWS

j

